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Many of these alternative methods and techniques have been adapted from s tanda rd fie ld and
laboral? ry SOils examinatIOn methods, ~ow~ve r . sta ndard melhods are often highly techni cal and
expensive. !her~fore. some ,o f the mo re Inlncate and time-co nsuming steps of the sta ndard methods
have been slmphfied or moolfied. The adaptations have been fie ld tested and revie wed for technical
accuracy. While the adaptalions affect the absolute accuracy of some methods, results will be reliable
e nough to Idenllfy areas which mayor may not be acce ptable for trailbike us~ ,

EVALUATION OF AREAS FOR OFF-ROAD
RECREATIONAL MOTORCYCLE USE
VOLUME II : ALTERNATE SOIL
SUITABILITY DETERMINATION METHODS

I

INTRODUCTION

Objectiye

Backlround
Over the past decade there has been a rapid increase in the production, sale, and use of off-road
recreational vehicles (ORRVs). These vehicles include snowmobiles, dune buggies, trailbikes, allterrain vehicles. swamp buggies. rour~wheel drive trucks. and many more. Their widespread use
prompted President Nixon to issue Executive Order 11644 in 1972 and President Carter to issue Executive Order 11989 in 1977. These orders require that public lands in the custody of the Federal govern'
ment be evaluated for potential use by ORRVr,. They establish policies and procedures to insure that
ORR V use on public lands is controlled and directed so as to protect natural resources, promote the
safety of all users, and minimize conflicts among various land uses.
In response to these Presidential orders, Army Regulation (AR) 210-9 was issued in 1975, and
revised I July 1978.' This AR charges Army personnel with determining the suitability of installation
lands for ORRV use. To help in this taSk, researchers at the U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory (CERU developed a methoJ to evaluate land areas for olf-road recreational
motorcycle (trailbike ) use. Guidance for conducting this evaluation is in Volume I.' The principal
components of the evaluation method described in Volume I are:
I. An examination of existing land use to determine areas which are incompatible with trailbike
use.

2. The establishment of noise buffer zones around noise-sensitive land uses.
3. The establish ment of potential candidate areas for ORR V use.

Th~ objec ti v~ of I,his st udy is to provide information for evaluij ling soi l suitability for motorcycle
usc. ThiS vo lume Identifies seven alternative mel hods.
/\pproach
. ,A I ; teralur~ sea rch ,was. co~ducted 10 gather data o n available soil survey and testing methods. In
add ition. profeSSional soli scientists with the U.S. Department of Agricul ture (USDA), Soil Conservalion Service (SCS). the University of IIhnOls, and olher o rgani za tions were consulted.
Soil s urvey and testing methods considered adaptable to Ihe soil s uitability eva luatio n require.
ments developed for trallblke-use areas (Volume J) were .fie.ld tested to determine the ease and speed
with which they could be used .. DUTIng the tests, seven distinct scenarios Cin terms of data availability
: nd the use of survey and testing methods) were identified. The survey and testi ng methods which
e re most apphcabl~ to each scenano were combIned to create seven alte rna live evaluation methods
The su rvey and lesll~g methods were then modified to make them (1) as nontec hnical as possible and
( 2) mamtaln their rehabliity as lools for each of the seven evaluation methods.
Scope
T.he meth~ described in Ihi~ ~eport are specifically o riented toward eval ualing soil suitabilit y fOi
recreational tr~llblke ~se , Competitive events are no t considered . nor is the use of o thcr types o f
ORRVs or lactlcal veh icles.

4. An evaluation of the soil suita bility of candidate areas.

s.

An e xaminati on of othe r e nviro nmen131 factors which would restrict ORRV use in a candidate

area.
6. Site selectio n and trail development 01 ,-" ndidate . reas found to be acceptable for trailbike use.
One o f the major elements of this evaluation is the determination of soil suitability: procedures
used to determine soil suitability range from simple to highly complex . Although the mechanics of the
soil suitability de termination method described in Volume I are reliable and easy to do, it uses sophisticated information: its success depends on the availability of reliable soil survey information.
While many Army installations have detailed soil s urvey information, many do not. Therefore,
the methods and soil analysis techniques presented in this report represent acceptable alternatives to the
soil suitabili ty de termination method described in Volume I. These alternatives are intended to be as
no ntec hn ica l as poss ible so that they may be used by persons who may be fon iliar with soils and their
characteristics. but who are not necessarily professi"Jnal soil scie ntists. This was done primarily because
most installa tions do not have professional soil scientists on staff andlor may not be able to obtain the
services of such a professional.
I I !'I 1" c'ldl: nl IKI~ hartl ~" .. nl . I'nl. I \l'~'ull\e IInler II,*,. ~ I I .....· Ill" IJlf·Mllad V~'hk:lc!" lin Ihe Pul'tlH.: l;,"d~: " "flf'",1 No!/\ ·
If" . VIII .n. Nil 11
!M77. !xi M. ,Inlf I " Prc"dcnl Uinml)' ( :Irlcrl . 11)77. be~' uli\c t)ukl II'"N, · Otr· Rllad Vchides lin

2~,~,~:;~/!~:::I': ,~:~~'~":,7,';:~::;' I~~~;! :.:.f~"I/;,I,1 1 /:;::::~' ~:::~:'

Jtll~'

Mcttul;' lillo j ,\M I 211).1' me,,"lrtmem IIf l he t\rm)', I
I'I1MI
J It I at.:cy. CI ;11 . I ; I/Ii /lfl/l.." ,,' '" ,1\ '''' IIII·H"od H"f "''11/111mll ",,1/1/ 11"111 ' U\(', 1·" It",,, , I : /' ly,I,IfII/l1I1 " 'I'II,,~J, "'~'chni'''11 M"I'Ilrl
N· leb II I S ,'rmy f nn~ IrUC l llfn I n~incerllllf. Mc" !t'h I anura' .. ,,. In·MI.I, NU\'cm~r I'IMIII : Ihc inrmm.. l~tln in thi .. fel'lIrt wall
lal"" I'IUhli.. he~J ;1' 'IV/liN" " '" III 11'1'1/\ , •• 1' (lII, H '~/11 H I YII"flfim~" ,\IllllIr(I'I'''' U\(', ':nar.inecr rl.'~'hnH..~11 NClle IrTNI Nil 1'111·'"
IUc: rwflmcnt IIf .he ,'rmy. Office III",hc ( 'hid 111' 1 ollinccr ... " Ma't.:h 1~U1 .

Mode of Technology Transfer

Infor~alio~ and t~chniq~es contained in Ihis report will be incorporaled in to an Army Tec hnica l
Ma~ual which Will p~~vlde gUidance for evaluating areas fo r trailbikes. s nowmob iles. four-wheel dri ve
vehicles. and co mpetitive events.
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ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Approach
A simple way to determine and doc1Jment soil suitability is to develop a soil limitations map.4 Soil
limitations ratings are used to develop these maps. Limitations ratings define the degree of limitation
which a soil has lor a particular use. i.e., slight. moderate, or severe. For example, I: particular soil in
an area being considered for trailbike use might be rated as having severe limitations because it has
many large stones in its surface layer.
The following are definitions of slight. moderate, and severe limitations.

1. Slight is the rating given to soils and areas where soils have properties acceptable for trailbike
use. The degree of limitation is minor and environmental damage is expected to be below average.
Good performance and low maintenance can be expe;ted.
2. Moderate is the rating given to soils and areas where soils have properties moderately acceptable for trailbike use. This degree of limitation can be overcome or modified by special planning,
design. or trail maintenance. Some soils rated moderate require treatment such as artificial drainage,
control for runoff to reduce erosion. or some modification of certain features through manipulation of
the soil, e.g., removal of large stones.
3. Severe is the rating given to soils and areas where soils have one or more properties that are
unacceptable for trailbike use. such as steep slopes. high organic matter, flooding, a seasonal high water
table, or a high erodibility factor. This degree of limitation generally requires major soil reclamation,
special design. or intensive maintenance. Some of these soils can be improved by reducing or removing the soil feature that limits use; however, in most situations. it is difficult and costly to alter the soil
or to design the trail so as to compensate for a severe degree of limitation.
Special soil interpretations are required to rate soils for a particular use. Accordingly, CERL
researchers have cooperated with the staff of the SCS Soil Survey Interpretations Division in the
development of a guide for rating soil limitations for trailbike trails (Table I); this table can be used to
rate every soil series in the United States which has been identified by the SCS. If the resource
manager evaluating an area has a recent soil survey, complete with series maps, tte or she can directly
use these limitations ratings to develop the limitations map. However, limitations ratings can only be
directly applied if there is a recent. detailed survey available.
Since the rating guide is the essential tool for determining soil suitability, the seven methods
described in this report identify alternative ways to apply it. Each method represents an identifiable
scenario in terms of (t) combinations of soil survey availability, (2) the extent to which the assistance
of a soil scientist is avai lable, and 0) dependence on original field survey techniques. Each alternative
is evaluated for its reliability and the ease and speed with which it can be used by Army field personnel.
Elements of the Alternative Methods
The alternative methods to determine soi l suitability for trailbike use are shown in the flow chart
in Figure I. A discussion of each block or element in the flow chart and diagrams illustrating each
alternative method and its use are given below.
Choos(' Candidate Area

Ca ndidate areas for trailbike use should be selected as described in Volume I; generally, two or
more areas are chosen after all incompatible and n0ise-sensitive land uses and noise buffer zones have
been eliminated from consideration .s If possible. candidate areas should range in size from 100 to 250
acre (40 to 100 hectares) , as portions of these areas will probably be eliminated from consideration for
• L J Saffelh. el al (Editors) . So" SU/"l!f'Yf an: Land Use PlannifTl( (Soil Science Society of America and American Society of
Agronomy. 1966)
\ Also see EW1luoflon 0/ Areas for On· Road RecrPD. anal Motorcycle Use. ETN 8(}.9 (Department of the Army. Office of the Chief
of EnSJOeen. 4 March 19801
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Filllre I. Allernat;ve methods of determining soil suitability .. flow chart.
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use because of soil limitations. Depending on user demand and type of terrain. a final trailbike-use
area will range in size from 20 to 250 acres (8 to 100 hectares) .

MappM Soil Surwy A ,'ailab/<>
If a candidate area has a mapped soil survey that is available to the user. the pathways on the
left-hand side of Figure I are followed.

No Mapped Soil SUTVf!Y A vai/ab/e
If no mapped soil survey of a candidate area is available. the pathways on the right side of Figure
I are followed.

Evaluate SUTVf!Y
Although current SCS SOil. classification is based on the ComprehensiVf! Soil Surwy System. the concepts behind sool classIficatIon. IdentIficatIon. and interpretation have remained basically the same since
1950-. since 1957. information in detailed SCS surveys has been very consistent" Detailed surveys
done afte r 1950 are generaily still in prir.: and are available from state SCS offices. For these reasons.
post: 1950 SCS surve ys are defined as rtcent soil surveys and are. in most cases. considered readily
applicable for use WIth the methods outlined in Volume! of this report.' SCS soil surveys done before
.' 950 and surveys done at any time by other agencies Olay or may not be readily applicable. The follow,ng cri teria can be used to determine if surveys are usable:
I. The survey includes a map on which the soils' boundaries are indicated.
2. The survey is a detailed survey; therefore. the mapping units are soil series names andlor
series names and phases. e.g.. Smolan silt loam. 1 to 4 percent slopes; or Smolan silty clay loam. 4 to 8
percent slopes. eroded.

The following criteria can be used to determine if the surveys are not usable:

I. The ~urvey was done according to soil associations. A soil association is a group of defined
and named sot! types occurring toge.ther in an individual and characteristic pallern over a geographic
area. Because SOIls Included In assocIatIons are of vary'ng properties. it is difficult to evaluate the actual
soil suita bility of an area. since the spatial distribution of each soil is not easily determined.
2. The survey does not include a map of the location of the soils. or the scale of the mapping is
not useful. e.g.. an en tire state. or a scale of 1:500.000.
. 3. The survey ide ntifies soils by texture name. engineering property. or other characteristic with
no Indication of the series or association names.
4. The survey uses soil names which do not correspond to exiSting SCS series names.
5 The survey is no longer reliable because of earthmoving operations in the area.

The best test of a survey is to allempt to obtain soil series limitations ratings for the soils
ldenllfied In ;t (see p 141

SUTyry Can IN U"d to Obtain s,,/es Ratiff/(S
If the evaluation of an area's existing soi l survey re veals that it can be used to obtain series limita110m ratings. the left-hand pathway in Figure I is used.

• SOd Survey 51.. "', SolI C#twVicatItHt -- A ConvrMftJ/W' Syswm _. 7th ApPfTwmatton (US DA. Auausl 19(0) - and Nyle C. 8r~y.
,."" vQ~Qnti~()/~ Ilh fA fMacMillin Publbhln,Co. lnc.. 1914), p ll!.
~ ~;:~hon of ~ 10 .ppty lhex methocb 10 lhe: !CSection Ind eVlluation of trtilbike-ux . reas is liven in Volume I of

.

Sun'ey Cannot Be Used to Obfain

Ratings

The Assistance oj a Soil Scientist Is/Is Not Available.
A memorandum of understanding established between the Department of Defense and the USDA

authorizes execution of cooperative agreements in the attainment of mutual conservation objectives.7
Many Army installations and activities have also established cooperative ",reements with the state or
local offices of the USDA SCS. In most other instances. local SCS offices will provide short-term ilSSistance without an established cooperative ",reemen!. If soil limitations ratings cannot be obtain.,d by
using an existi ng soil survey. or if there is no survey for the area. the user should ask an SCS or other
professional soil scientist for help. (The state or local SCS office may be able to recommend one or
more local consulting soil scie ntists. )

Soil Scientist: Make Site Visit to Examine Soils
If assistance from SCS personnel (or other soil scientist) is available. the soil scientist should visit
each alternative site and examine the soils.

Resource Manager: Make Site Visilto Examine Soils
If coo peration andl or assistance fro", the SCS cannot be obtained. and other professiol'al scienti Sl~ are unavailable, the installation naturai :'esource manager, agronomist, or other official mt.st make
the si te- visit. Chapter 3 lists simple survey tecii!"iques which the resource manager can use to examine
an area's soils.

Identify Soils and Map TheiT Location
An experie nced soil scie ntist can survey up to 250 to 500 acres per day (100 to 200 hectares per
day) . Generally. if an installation has an effective cooperative agreement with the SCS. a 1 to 2 day
visit by an experienced so:l scientist for the purpose of identifying and mapping soils should cost lillie
or nothing. A site visi t of more than 2 days. or a survey of a significant amount of acreage. ca n ge nerally be obtained on a 50 perce nt shared-cost basis. If a site visit by SCS personnel (or a pri vate consultant ) can be organized . it is best to have the soil scientist identify and map the location of soils by
soi l series names and phase. The identification and mapping techniques should be the same as those
used in a detailed county survey .

Examine Appropriate Soil Profll'rties From the Rating Guide
If SCS or other professional assistance is limited because of budgetary andl or manpower constrai nts and a detailed soil survey of alternati ve areas cannot be performed . the SCS soil scie ntist (or
private consul tan, ) should be asked to examine the soils on the basis of Table I. As noted earl ier.
Ta ble I was developed by a cooperative effort be twee n CERL and the SCS. The SCS has deve loped
si mila r guides fo r othe r uses. e.g.. playgro unds and septic tank absorpti on fie lds. The interpreta tion of
soil suitabi lity for these other use, is normal procedure as part of the National Cooperati ve Soil Survey
bei ng conducted by the SCS. Si nce its developme nt . the guide in Table I has been included in the
National Soils Hand boo k with thc other guides. As a result. state or local SCS offices should be f" no liar with the gui de and shoul d be able to assess soi l sui ta bility for trailbike use fairly quickly .
Using Table I. the soi l scient ist ca n exa mine the most important soil properties. identi fy the restri ctive features which may limIt trailbike use, and determine the degree of limitation for that U$l!. He
or she should then prepa re a map of the area which wi ll illustrate those portions of the area with slight .
moderate . andlor severe li mita tions. This map need not be elaborate; a si mple hand sketch (whic h can
be easil y rcprnduced) is sufficient. The soil scie nt ist should supplement th is map by indicati ng why
, Natural
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~ries

If the evaluation of an area 's existing soil survey reveals that the survey caMot be used to obtain
se ries limitations ratings. the right -hand pathways in Figure I are used. These pathways represent
esse ntially the same approaches recommended if there is no mapped soil survey of the area. However.
even though a survey cannot be used to directly obtain series ratings. it may be used as a source of
information when making field examinations.

M'~IIIIf1;' .. I.arld,

I IJrt'JI.

arid Wild/ifI' Mol'tQXtmt'l1t. AR 420-74 tDeperlmc nl of 1tH: Army , I July 1(77). p 2· 1
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each portion of the area was rated slight , moderate, or severe. When determining this rating, the
highest degree of limitation should apply. For example, if a soil occurs on 0 to 10 percent slopes in an
area where the water table is greater than 2 n (0.61 m) deep and is a silty clay (SIC), it shou ld be rated
as having severe limitations because it is "too clayey." It is rated se vere even though it has only slight
limitations for wetness and slope (Table I) .
If professional assistance is not available. the installation resource manager and/or agronomist
who makes the site visit will need to exarnine several of the soil properties indicated in Table I, i.e.,
soil texture, sl!'pe, erodibility, depth to high water table, presence of large and small stones, and frequency of flooding. These soil properties can be examined and mapped using simple s urvey and
analysis techniques (Chapter ) .

Oblo;n Soil Series Limitations Ratings

Posltl •• Ind Neptln A.pects of AlI.mlllY. Mdbods for
E..lultlne Soli Sultlbility for Rocreotlonal Trallblb UH

AIt*mIU .. Method

Nil. I

Soi l limitations ratings may be obtained from either of two sources; state or local SCS olliees or
the major command (MACOM ) natural resource olliees of the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC ) and Forces Command (FORSCOM) and the Natural Resources Section of the Installation and
Services Activity (lc!tSA) of the Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM ).
SCS 0fIIces. Since the rating guide in Table I has been included in the National Soils Handbook,
SCS field personnel will be familiar with it and may have already rated local soils for potential trailbike
use. To obtain ratings from the state or local SCS olliees, it will be necessary to prepare a list of each
soil series or phase found in candidate-use areas. This is done by examining the published survey(s )
which cover the areas, if available, andlor the soils map which is prepared in the field by an experienced ""il scientist. This list and all other appropriate material is then taken to the neorest state or local
SCS o lliee and appropriate assistance is requested.
MACOM 0fIIces. As noted earlier, every soil in the U.S. which has been identified by the SCS
has been rated for its suitability for trailbike use. These limitations ratings are available from the
MACOM natural resources olliees of TRADOC and FORSCOM and the Natural Resources Section of
the Ic!tSA, DARCOM: To obtain these ratings from these ollices, it will again be necessary to prepare a
list of each soil series or phase found in the ca ndidate-use areas. Once this list is prepared, a request
fo r the soil limitations ratings for eac h soil o n this list is then forwarded to the appropriate MACOM
olliee. (Appendix A gives a sample of user instructions which will accompany soil limitations ratings
obtained from the MACOM o lliees.>
Map limItations

The final ste p in eva luating soil
base map should be prepa red. This
phase wh ic h is found In a candidate
found in the soil s urvey. if available.
tist or the resource manage r s hould
InlerprClalion IS given in Chapter 4.

suitabili ty is to prepare a soil limitations map. To do this, a soil
map s hould illustrate the location of every soil series or series
area. This base map ca n be made by reproducing the soi l map
Ot herwise, the field maps prepared by the cooperating soil scienbe reproduced. A delhi led explanation of map preparation and
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R*lltI .. Usduln*,s of Each AlI*mIU .. Mdbod
Each of the se ven alte rnative methods is considered more o r less useful than the o ther methods.
ThI5 usefulness 15 relative and is defined in terms of the reliabiliry of the soil survey andlo r field map ,
and the ease and speed wi th which eac h method ca n be accompl ished. Also considered is the cost of
each method. The . mount of effort and accuracy which the resource manager andlo r soil scientist
applies to each method determines its absolute utility.
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Figur*, 2 thro ugh 8 illustrate each method; Table 2 briefly describes each method 's positive and
negatIve aspects Method I is considered the most usable and is discussed in depth in Volume I of this
•
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Figure 6. Met hod j

npre 7. Method 6.

nau"" 8. Method 7.
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report. Method ~ is considered the next most usable, etc. Method 7 is considered the least usable a d
rehable; Method , also requires the greatest effort.
n

3

When the installation resource manoaer begins to evaluate an area 's suitability for tralb·k
he or she should first examine the positive and negative aspects of each method Then ~d' oe ~~'
examination, the availability of a .usable soil survey, and the extent to which the· coope~tion of ; pr~~
fesslonal soli SCIentIst can be obtaIned, the most usable and reliable method should be selected.

General

To use any of the .seven. alternative methods, the resource manoaer simply fOllows the flow chart
elements and element dlsc~lons In the order In which they apply to each method. The heavier lines
on Figures 2 through 8 ,nd,cate the appropriate pathways for each method.

fIELD TECHNIQUES FOR EXAMINING SOIL PROPERTIES

This chapter describes simple techniques which can be used to conduct a soil surveY and identify
soil properties. These techniques are intended to be used for determining soil suitability for trailbike
use. Therefore, discussion is limited to those soil properties which can easily be examined and are
necessary to determine suitability for this particular use. (However, the techniques can be used to
evaluate soil suitability for other uses if an applicable limitations rating guide is available.>
The resource manoaer who uses these techniques should always allow that the results obtained are
approximations. In the absence of any other data or technical/professional assistance, these techniques
provide more reliable information than could be obtained from a cursory examination.
These techniques are used with Methods 6 and 7. If it becomes necessary to use them , the
resource manoaer should reduce the candidate-use area acrcoae to a size which can more easily be
examined, e.g., 100 to 150 acres (40 to 60 hectares) .

Preparlnl Ibe Soli Sur,,", Mop
Before examining the soil properties of a candidate area, it is necessary to prepare a soil base map.
This can be done in either of two ways, depending on survey data availability. One way is to examine
any existing soil survey of the area and, through interpretation, prepare the necessary base map. The
other is to prepare an original field survey map.

Interprtting an Existing Survey
Even if an area 's existing survey is not detailed enough to allow the resource manager to use
Method I, the information in the survey can still be used to prepare the soil base map. If the survey
includes a map which delineates soil boundaries, the map itself should be reproduced and used as the
base map. Whenever possible, soil boundaries should be drawn on a topographic map. Special core
should be taken to draw the boundaries so that the original scale of the soil map corresponds to the
scale of the topographic map.
An existing survey which contains '''finen soil descriptions is extremely useful. In many cases,
these descriptions will identify one or more of the properties which determine a soil's limitation for
trailbike use (Table I) . Special note should be made of the property characteristics included in the soil
descriptions. If the existing survey contains soil descriptions but no map, the resource manager will
need to prepare a field map based on (I) a site visit and (2) any appropriate information found in the
survey's soil descriptions.
Most of the existing, nondetailed surveys which are available will be general soils surveys which
include general soils maps. A general soils map IS prepared using soil associations as the mapping unit.
Soil associations are groups of soil series which occur in individual and characteristic patterns. Association names are a combination of the soil series names. For example. the Susquehanna-Sumler-Houston
Association is found in and around Fort Polk, LA and the three major soil series which make up the

association 8re the Susquehanna, Sumter. and Houston series.
The following examplc dcscribes how to interpret the information on I Ileneral soils map; this
informalion can then be used In develo p. more detuiled mup. This interpretation methnd uses the
association descriptions (which gcnclOlly accompHny the general soils map) Ind 0 topographic mop.
(Note that many of the concepts described below moy be applied to interpret ing other surveys. )
The following hypothetical associat ion descripti on is written in much t
association descript ions:
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same manner as most

ASSOCIATION MAP
Hill-CLIFF-STREAM ASSOCIATION

\
This is an area of very gently sloping to moderately steep clayey and silty clay soils in
the northern part of the county. These soils are well drained and typify the upper reaches
of small intermittent streants. The Hill soi ls are found on moderately sloping hillsides
and make up about 50 percent of the association. They h.ve a fine clay loam surface with
a clayey subsoil. Cliff soils are found on moderately steep side slopes and make up about
15 percent of the association. They ha ve a very fine clay loam surface and a fine clay
loam subsoil. The Stream soils make up 15 percent of the association. They are found
along stream beds aod are very gently sloping. They have a fine silty clay loam surface
aod a silty clay loam subsur~ace . Minor soils make up the remaining 10 percent of the

\

\

Symbol 2 represents the
Hili- Cliff - Stream
Association

\

1

,
I

,,
I

\

association.
This hypothetical association is mapped with two other associations on the association map shown
in Figure 9. Figure 9 also includes a topographic map of the same area. Considering the description -especially the locational factors of each soil and the association and topographic maps for the hypot~eti
cal area -- a relatively accurate series interpretation map C3n be produced by:

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP

I. Examining each association description. The association descriptions generally indicate the
percentage of each major soil in the association and their locations relative to slope.
2. Using (he information from the association de3Cription and examining the elevation contours
on the topographic map to interpolate between the contou r lines and identify the location of each major
soil in terms of slope and spatial area.
3. Drawing the soil boundaries of each soi l association o n the topographic map. Any difference
in the scale of the genera, soils map and the topographic map should be taken into consit.!~ration .
In the series interpretation map in Figure 9, the boundaries for the hypothetical Hill soils have
been tentatively located on the moderately sloping hillsides (as defined by the elevation C01tours) .
Since the Hill soils make up 60 percent of the associat ion, they are drawn to contain about 6G percent
of the spatial area of the map. The remaining 40 percent of the spatial area of the map has been
divided about evenly between the Cliff and Stream soils, si nce they are the remaining ~or soils and
eac h make up about 15 percent of the association. The boundaries for the moderately steep-sloped
Cliff soils have been located where the slopes are steeper (as defined by the close contour lines) . The
Stream soils have been located along the strea m where there is a gentle slope (as defined by widely
spaced contour lines ).
If do ne carefully. this interpretation will enable the resource manage r to directly apply the soil
limitations ratings. Since association names are composed of the series names of each major soil in the
association. the resource manager can obtai n the limitations ratings for each major soil In the association and then prepare the limitations map (Chapter 4).
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SERIES INTERPOLATION

As a general rule of thumb, if one soi l makes up 80 percent 0' mo re of an association, the entire
association ca n be considered to have the soi l properties of that one soil. Therefore, the resource
manager can l"IIica lly assume that the limitations of that o ne soil can be applied to the entire ..sociation. Howeve r. if another major soil has severe limitations. its location within the associalil):1 ~hould be
noted. For example, the Cliff soils of the hypothetical association are located on moderltely steep side
slopes. If the Cli ff soils were determined to have severe limitations, it would be best to avoid the steep
.ide . Io pes of the ca ndidate area , or at least design trails which would traverse side slopes as little as
possi ble.

H- Hill
C- Cliff

The type ~f detailed interpretation described above is no t recommended unless the person doing
'he interpolation i5 adept at determining slo pe, interpreting a topographic map, and is somewhat familiar wil h soils and the te rms used in associa tio n descriptio ns.

3-

S1-

Stream
Association not
examined
Association not
examined

"'lure 9. Association map interpolation lechnique.
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Mapping Soil Boundaries During a Field Survey

If it is necessary for the resource manager to use Method 6 o r 7 (Chap'er 2) . a great deal of effOrl
will be spent in preparing and correcting the soil map. Much time will be spent examining soil properties at many different test sites" such examinations are critical to the accurate definition of soil boun·
daries.
Since defini tive procedlores for preparing a field survey map are only acqu ired through experience.
this discussion is limited to 1escribing the basic observatio ns which are used to initially delineate soil
boundaries. The primary co"",;;'ration while making these o bservations is the natural landscape; based
on a visual survey of differences in the natural landscape. the resource manager can tentatively draw
boundaries on either a topographic map or an aerial photograph of the area.·
The first and most obvious of the considerations which define differences in the natural landscape
and associated soil characteristics are slope and vegetation. Slope is generally expressed in terms of a
percentage -- the difference in elevation in feet for each 100 ft (JO m) horizontally. For example, a rise
of 75 ft (23 m ) in elevation over 100 ft (30 m) of horizontal distance is a 75 percent slope. Changes in
soil type and characteristics generally correspond to changes in slope. In areas with relatively steep
slopes. the resource manager should delineate on a topographic map andlor aerial photograph those
places where slope changes considerably; e .g., the bottom of a hill which spreads out into an area of
much gentler slopes. or the top of a bluff line which spreads out into gentler slopes towards the crest of
a hill. In areas where the landscape varies less. smaller changes in slope should be ident ified.
Changes in the type and density of the vegetative ground cover may also indicate differences in
soil properties. This is especially true where the ground ha.; not been cultivated; in these areas, admite
changes in the type of ground cover indicate changes in the chemical characteristics of the soils. In
many instances. changes in vegetative cover also correspond to changes in slope.
Obvious changes in soil texture and stoniness should be marked on the field map as well as obvi·
o us changes in the co lor of the soil. These observable changes define differences in the spatial distribution of soil charac~eri stics. In many instances. changes in these observable surface features will
correspond to (or are an extension of) changes in slope. For example. an area at the bottom of a relati vely s teep slope may have a very gentle slope befo re it flanens o ut -- the area with the gentle slope
will often also e xhibit a significant difference in the co lor of the soil material .
After the resource manager has identified these changes in the natural landscape and drawn lines
wh ich indicate tentati ve soil boundaries o n a working base map (preferably an aerial photo) , he or she
ca n begin to identify the soil properties which may restrict trailbike use. If the soil base map was
prepa red fro m an existing survey map, an examination of the appropriate soil propenies should be
made at two o r three test sites within each soil's boundary. If the resource manager prepared the working base map fro m fie ld o bservations. several test si tes s hould be chosen; two or three sites should be
located in the ce ntral porlion of each bounded area and at least fi ve should be located along the area's
bounda ries. Test sites along boundaries will give specific informat ion on soil properlies so boundaries
can be adjusted to be more :;ccurate.

[umlnlo. Sotl Properties
Various field and laboratory techniques can be used to examine the soil properlies listed in
Table I (rhe soil li mitations rating guide ). Th is sec tio n desc ribes o ne or more such techniques for each
soil properlY; some are tec hn ica l and will require the purchase of tes ting equipment, others are very
si mple and wi ll o nly require time and e fforl . It is left to the resource manager to decide which technique he or she will use. Howeve r. to o btain the mos t reliable reSUlts. the more technical techniques
should be used.
Each technique's description will re fer to one or mo re of the 12 restrictive feat"".. listed in
Table 1 Since there is considerable interrelalionship am(lflg ~: II: p roJ)\...JlIC:' which are examJ.,ed 10
• For uampks o( a detaIled ,.,,1 $urvey and survey m"P5. the reader should obtain a recent SCS $urvey (or II Cf''..ln:i' or are..
neat h~ or her locatIOn AddItIOnal informatIOn and tad survey techniques can be fou nd in the Soil SUnIf'j MoffUQL U.S.
~tTmenl of A,lJ(ullure Handbook No 18. pre~red by the Soli Survey Sti ff and iJsued A UIUJI 195 1: this mlnUlI is ava il.. bIc from the: Su perintendent of Documents. U S Government Pnnttnl Office, Washi"lton. D.C.
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determine these restrictive features. they are not discussed in the order they appear in Table 1. The
description of each technique is accompanied by an explanation of how to interpret the results in terms
of trailbike-use suitability.

USDA Texture
Soils are composed of mixtures of various-sized particles. These particles are classified by size
into gravel, sand. silt, and clay. Gravel may range from 2.0 to 76.2 nun. Sand greins feel gritly and
can be seen easily (0.05 to 2.0 mm) . Silt particles can be seen with a microscope and look and feel
much like Oour <0.002 to 0.05 mm l. Clay parlicles are so fine (less than 0.002 mm) that they can only
be seen with a very sophisticated microscope. A soil's texture is determined by the relative percentile
o f each particle size it contains. If a soil contains considerable quantities of at least two sizes of particles. it is known as loam. Table 3 lists the various terms and abbreviations the USDA gives to various
soil textures.
An examination of USDA soil textures will help determine if a soil has limiting properties
because it is a "permafrost: "too clayey: "too sandy," or "too dusty" (restrictive features I. 5, 6, and II
in Table I) . Two techniques for doing this are:
T."lu", by Hydrometer Tetbnlque. The hydrometer technique (or determining soil texture is
based on a mechanical analysis of the setlling rates (in water) of soil particles of varying sizes. The
hydrometer technique is fairly precise. However, if this technique is used, the resource manager will
need to obtain several items of equipment. Fortunately, the majority of the items are relatively inexpensive. They are:
I. A soil hydrometer. calibrated at 200 C, graduated in grams per liter with a range of 0 to 50
(approximate cost: 514).
2. A se.1imentation cylinder. 64 mm in diameter and 460 mm in height. The cylinder should be
marked for a volume of 1000 ml (approximate cost: 520) . In most cases, the resource manager will
wa.lI to tes t several soil samples in a day. This means he or she will have to obtain several sedimentation cylinders.
3. A balance. sensitive to 0.1 g.
The sedimentation cylinder and the balance may be available from the laboratory of the
ins tallation's wator or sewage treatment plant. If they are not available and cannot be purchased, a
Co rps of Engineers District office can be asked to help perform the procedures.
The hydrometer technique, as presented here, has been simplified considerably. However, if each
measuremer, ( taken throughout the technique is as accurate as possible, the results will be reliable.
Further information and a more technical explanation o f this technique is given in Appendix V of EM
1110-2-1906' The simplified technique is as follows :
0
0
S tep I. Oven dry at least 200 g of the sample soil at 220 F (l05 C) for at least 8 hours. (This
can be do ne in a domestic oven,)
Srep 1. Weigh out 50 g of o ven dry soil and place it into a clean container which will hold at least
600 ml.
Step 1. Fill the container to within 5 cm (50 mm) o f the top with d istilled water. Add 10 ml (8
g) of sodium hexametaphosphate hrade name: Calgon) .
Step 4. Allow the soil sample to soa k for 15 minutes.
Step 5. Disperse (mix) the contents of the container until the soil particles are suspended in the
liquid. This ca n be done using a paint mixer or a kitchen blender (J to 5 minutes mixing time) .
Srep~. Immediately pour and wash rhe mixture into the sedimentation cylinder and fill the
cy linder to the I-L mark wilh di~ till cd wa ter.

8

LAboratory Soils T,Jtirt/l. Enaineer Manual (EM) 111 0-2 · 1qc)6 (DepMr1 ment or the Army,
Novembe r 19701
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arm or the Chief of Enlincers, JO

TQle3

AlllweYlatloa. VtaI for Various SoIl Testures'

Texhlft

COIrJe

sand

AllllreTlatloa

cos

Sand

S

Fine sand
VC1}' line sand

FS

I.ootny a>ono sand
LoomySlnd
I.ootny line sand
I.ootny very line_

LS

Coone_loom
Sandy loom

Fine .tendy Qm

VFS

LCOS

Very fine Slndy 101m
Loom

L

Silt loam
Silt

SIL
SI

Sandy day loom
Clay loom
Silty clay 101m

LFS
LVFS

Sandy cloy
Silty tily

COSL
SL

Clay

FSL

Source: USDA. Soil Conservation Service. Form SCS-SOfLS-S. Soil Survey
InteflJJd.ltions Instructions

VFSL

SCL
CL
SICL

SC
SIC
C

Step l Tighlly cover the end of the cylinder wilh one hand. Shake the conlents vigorously while
turning the cylinder upside down and back several times. (Make sure that all soil panicles arc
suspended in the solution and do not Slick to the bonom of Ihe cylinder.)
Step II. Place the cylinder on a table (note the time) and quickly but gently place the hydrometer
into the miX/ure . Record Ihe reading of Ihe hydrometer at the end of exacIly 10 seconds and al Ihe
end of 40 seconds. The hydromeler is read at Ihe poinl where the slem breaks the surface of liquid
mixture at Ihe lOp of the cylinder. If Ihere is too much foam to accurately read Ihe hydromeler. add a
few drops of isoamyl alcohol or touch Ihe foam with a piece of hand soap before laking the 10-second
reading. nen seconds is a very shon period of lime. but the reading obtained if Ihe sleps are pracliced
a few times and done carefully will be sufficient for funher calcu lations and should yield fairly accurate
data. )
Step q. Remove the hydrometer at Ihe end of the final 40-second reading and wipe il clean.
(Wipe the hydrometer dean with a sofl cloth each time it is removed from the mixture.)
Step IV. Repeal Sleps 7. 8. and 9 to check the results. Record the average for the 10- and Ihe
40-second readings.
Step I I. At the end of 2 hours. again place the hydrometer into the cylinder for another reading.
(The contents of the cylinder should not be dislurbed belween the 40-second and 2-hour measure men I
periods.)
The hydrometer readings indicate the weight of the soil particles which remain in suspension at
the time of each reading. Based on Siokes' law relaling the terminal velocity of a sphere falling freely
through a fluid 10 the diameter of the sphere. Ihe large-size sand panicles wi ll fall out of suspension
first . followed by silt. then clay. At the 40-sccond reading. all sand panicles greater than 0.05 mm will
have fallen oul of suspe nsion. Therefore. Ihe 40-second hydrometer reading indicates the weight of the
silt and clay which has remained in suspension. At the 2-hour reading. only Ihe clay panicles will hu e
remai ned in suspension. By calculating the weight of Ihe panicles which have fallen from suspen"on
after each teading. the percent of sand. silt. and clay which the soil conlains is determined. Knowing
this. :he lex lure of the sample can be established. -<The 10-second reading is used 10 delermine the soil
erodibilily IKJ factor and is discussed beginning on r ~~I

Table 4 describes the procedure for determinin~ the percent of sand. silt. and clay. It can be
reproduced and used as a work sheel.
To determine a soil's textural classification from the percentages of particle size. the USDA te xtura l triangle (Fig ure 10) i:i used. To use Ihe lextural triangle locate (a long the appropriate s.des of the
triangle) the percenlages of sand. silt . and clay which were found in the sample. From thas< points.
the lines which divide the triangle are followed to the point where all three lines intersect. F'Jr percent
sa nd . the lines which proceed up and to the left are followed . For percent si lt. the lines which proceed
down and to the left are followed. For clay. lines which proceed to the right (straight across the trianglel are foll owed .
The heavie r lines on the tria ngle bound areas for which soil texture classes have been named.
The poi nt where the lines eX/e nding from Ihe sides of the tri angle intersect delermines the sa mpl e
soil's textural classification. For example . if the intersec tion poi nt fa lls within the area which is
dassilied as clay. Ihe sa mple soil is a clay .
As listed in Table I. if Ihe soi l is found 10 fa ll in the 'e>'" ral classes sa ndy clay. silty clay . or clay.
then it has severe limitations for trailbike usc beca ~.be it i~ "'00 clayey" (refer to Table J for textural
i.lbbreviations). If the soil is found to be a sand. Ihen it also has severe limitations because it IS " 100
sa ndy" (note Ihat the textural triangle does nol di vide the sands into coarse sand. fine sand. or very line
sand: therefore . all of these te xtures should be considered to ha Ie severe restriclions). If th·" soil is a
loa my sa nd. then it has modera te limilalio ns because it is "too" ndy" hhe triangle does not define the
differences in a loamy coarse sand . loamy sand. loamy tine sand. Jr loamy very Ii",! sand ). !f the soil is
fou nd to be a sa ndy loam. loa m. silt loam. or silt. it is "too dusty : If the soil is a sa ndy clay loa m. clay
loam. or silty clay loa m. il has onl y Slight limitations for trai lbike use. Accordingl y. by de termining the
texture of each sample soi l. the resource manager establishes the soil's degree of limitation for restricti ve fea tures S. 6. and III.n Tahlc I

J2

JJ

TOle.
Oat. Sbed for SoIl Testure 'deatlflc8t1oa
Sample (rom test site

The oven dry weiahl
of the soil sample

<I)

2. The IO-!eamd readina on
the hydrometer Cal

3. The 4()..!IeOOnd readi", on
the hydrometer

<a)

4. The 2· hour readil1l on
the hydrometer W
• S. Corrected 100!IeCOnd readi,.
·6. Corrected -to-JICOJnd readina
· 7. Corrected 2· hour readina
8. G rams of Sind (after 40 teCOnds
the !end Ita oettled: weil/tt
is determined by subtnctina
the remainil1l anms of silt
and clay Iline 6) (rom the
lOUl weia,hl of the soil oriaiRi11y

Sond - 2 .0 to O.O!! mm diometer
Silt-O.O!!lo 0.002 mm diometer
Cloy - emoller tlKln 0 .002 mm diometer

lIinell)
9. Percent sand in the

Simple Wine 8 divided
'" line 11 multiplied '" 100)

10. Percent ell,. in the sample
((line 7 divided by line II
multiplied '" 100)

II

Percent silt in the Simple
(find silt by subtractina the
su m of percent 51nd Iline 91
and lhe percent clay (line 101
(rom 100)

• Note Ihlt Inc addition of Calion IS • dispersina acenl willidd to the weiahl of the mlferial held in suspension. The hydrometer readil'll should be corrected ICXOrdinatY. If the resource menacer uted 10 ml of CaJaon (or e.ch test (or 10 ml of Calion
(or appro"irNllcly 1000 ml of distilled Wlter) . the oorrcction rector should be 8 II I. Therefore 8 I should be 5ubtrlC1ed (rom
each hydrometer readi,.. to obtain the corrected reedirc. Ir tome other dispersina . n l or ratio of Calion In \11,"lh,: d 'A ,11I:1
toludon WI3 uxd. then lhe CX)rrection shou ld be determined by lIkirc a hydrometer readina when (he cylinder is filled 10 the
1(1)) ml mark wit h only the disperJirc tolution a nd no
material.

JOn

.

Parcent ,and

nlUre 10. USDA lexlural c1assificalion Iriangle.
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T he rc!)trictlve fc:.ttu re perm.lfrost (fea turt! I In Tab!(- 1) is also deli n~u by the prope rt ~' USDA
tex tu re . but i t is de termined in a diffcrent way If a soi l is permanentl y froze n at J dept h of d oser th an

3 feet £0.9 m ' from the surface . then it has seve re limitations because it is i.I perm afrost soi l. Thi s li mi .
tati on ca n o nl ~' be dc termin ed 1"1\' experience The lot:al SCS office or it professional soi l scientist should
be able t o pro vide the resource maniJger with this i nform;.lIion Soils whkh eX hi bit permil fros t charac.
teristics iJrc found In A laski.l. i.lnd i n <I few isolate d Inr.llions in the higher clcvations of the Rocky
M ountai ns.
Texture by Feel Technique. Various w..:, s of dc termin ing texture by feci hiJve bee n developed.
They are ve ry sim ilar in that they rC4uire thc examiner to squeeze and manipulate a moistcned soil
sample. T he following describes a (cl:hnique whi ch is si mple and fairl y rap id. and with pral:tice ra n be
used to quitc acc urately dc termine soil texture: The technique should be done severil l times for each
test sample in order to obtain th e best es timatc of soi l tex ture. Figure II is the simplified te xtural tri o
angle that is used with this technique.
Step I M oiste n a sa mple of soi l in th c palm of thc hand until it ra n be work ed InlO a ~ ma ll ball
the size of a nickel or Qcarter {add only a very small amoun t of water at a ti me" If a b.. 11 (annOI be
formed and the sam ple fee ls very gritl y. it is pro babl y a coa rse or fi ne Sitnd.

Srep 1. 1[ . ball forms. hold it be tween the thumb and [oretinger and gradu ally press the thumb
forwa rd . pushi ng the soil into a rib bon. Work the (humb back and press forward several times until the
soil ribbon breaks. I f a stro ng ribbon for ms (grea ter (han 25 mm ) th e soil co nlains a large amount of i.I
clay and its te;'(t ural dass is loca ted i n th e upper part of thc triangle on Fi gure II If a ribbon forms.
bu t brcaks i nto pieces IQ 10 25 mm long. the soil is probiJbl y a clay loam and is loca tcd in Ihe ( cntral
porti on of the te;'(tu ral tria ngle. If a wea k ribbon (Jess than 19 mm ) or no ribhon (orms. the soil is
loca ted in the lower parI of the tex(uraJ tri angle.
Sfep J ExcessIve ly moisten (in Ihe palm of the hand) th e same sa mp k u:,ed in Ihe ri bbon tesl.
Rub the soli sam ple (wi th a fai r amount of pressure) with th e i ndex linger. If II feels gTllIY. the soil
containS a large amount of sand and it'i textural class is located on Ihe left side of the tex tural triangle.
If It feel.;; very .;;moo th and tak · like. it conta ins a considerable amou nt of ~ ilt tI nd its textu ral cl ass is
located on the right Side of the triangle.
SIl'P.J By co mbIning the result'i of Steps 2 and 3. the tex tu rc of the soi l ~a m p l c can he esta.
bllshed I·or c,(J mple. if the 'ioil sample formed a moderatc ri bbon .m d felt smooth and tak· likl!. the
pro bdhly .1 o;;!l ty day loam (FI gure I I I .

sell I 15

On(e ,I \Curs tc'(turc ha.'\ been de termined by thc T exture b:, Fce l tcchnn..Iuc. i t!) IImi liJllOnS for
trdliblke U"iC ( an be established If the SOI l IS a sandy clay. d ay. or silt y ...-Iay. il has "iC \'crc li m itati ons
beCd U ~ II 1<; " too cl.lyey" If the SOI l IS a Stlnd ' no ba ll was formed) . it has <i\c"crc Ii mH<Hions because II
IS " 100 '\dndy
If the sample soli wao;; a "';'lndy loam . loam . or o;; ill loam . It has mock rate li mi tations
neCd U'iC II ma y become IOO dU <i ty " If the 'ioil IS a sandy da y loam , clay loam. or '\i lt y cla y loam . It has
s!lghl !lmnaHOn'i dnd I ~ dccepl able for Irall hikc usc
H

H

::: 1,.,.
Moderate {
Ribbon
(

cloy looms

=·1 ,~.

\lm1ln f'\\

"'IHOIne" refer", 10 I he perr~nt p i gr.lvel . (ohblc'\ . •lOd stones fnund on Ihl! " urfa(c laycr of Ihe
\(111 \ , nnh: 11 e.trllt! r, gr.I '~cI r.lOgc' 10 "Il1e from 2 0 In 7111 mm t'obhl es ra n~c fr'lm 7h 2 10 2'\4 m m
"i tone", drc rode rr J~ menl' I.u ger thom 2,\ 4 mm
\ n C'l " ml natIO" nf the wel~ ht perccnl of rtH.'k fragmen .... found on the " lIrl ;K~ or II , OI l Will hell"
de termlOe If Ihat \01 1 h.lt; li miting propcrtl C'\ l:Jut;ed by Imgc or sm'llI ~t on e~ I rc,t nr ll vC rt!. lIurc ~ 2 and 9
In T Jble I )
fhe prc~ n,e of stone", In a tra ll bi ke· use arca 1.1 co nsidered a rc'\lrlr tlon, ~ Inl'e travel ovc r
t;l ony ~urfdcc", I~ ~c nc r.l lly unsa fe for Ihe flder Largc ~ t o n es m:JY cause the nder 10 10,\c co ntrol and
~mall '\Iones rndY re~ult 10 poor Ira('tlon on cl imbs and turn ~ and/or may he Ihrown al Irailing riders by
"plnOlng lire... Three tCl' hnlQucs to determine I he weight pe rce ntage of large .lOd , mall rCK'k fragmcn ts
m: dc'iCTl hed Ilclow
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FllUfe II. Simplified textural trianale.
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VisUII T«bniqlW. The visual lechnique uses eSlimaling chans and a considerable amounl of
visual perceplion. Figure 12 gives chans for eSlimaling Ihe proponion of rock fragmenlS on Ihe surface
layer. These char are 10 be used in Ihe field.
Each chari represenlS whal Ihe soil surface mighl look like if il were covered wilh a cerlair. percenl of rock fragme nlS. The rock fragmenlS are represenled by black squares: and fine-Iexlured soil
male rial (less Ihan 2 mm) is represenled by while space belween Ihe black squares. Each quaner of
an)' one chari represenlS Ihe same percenl of rock fragmenlS as Ihe enlire charI. To iIIuslrale Ihis. Ihe
chart which represenls 15 percenl coverage by rock fragmenls is divided inlo quarters. Each quaner of
Ihe chart (as well as Ihe enlire chan) illuslrales 15 percenl coverage by rock fragmenlS.
The eSlimaling charlS and visual lechnique are used as follows:
Srep I. Compare Ihe coverage in black on Ihe charts 10 Ihe aClual rock coverage on Ihe ground 10
eslimale Ihe percenl of surface coverage of rock fragmenls. This is more effeclively done if an area on
the ground is marked off: Ihis area should be al leasl 1m' .
Step 1. Delermine which chari or quaner-charl mosl closely corresponds 10 Ihe number and size
of rock fragmenlS seen on Ihe ground. This delerminalion should be done for Iwo differenl sizes of
rock fragmenls: once for only Ihose rock fragmenls grealer 76.2 mrn in diameler andlor lenglh {eot>bles and stones •. and once for all rock fragments greater than 2 mm in diameter. i.c .. all visible rock
fragments (gravel. l.:obbles. and SlO ncsl . The two estimates are necessary 10 determine limitations for
bolh la rge and small Slones.
Step 1. Conven Ihe eslimaled percenl of surface coverage of Ihe large rock fragmenlS 10 percenl
by weighl using Figure 13. Enler Ihe graph on Ihe horizonlal axis labeled "Percenl of Eslimaled Rock
FragmenlS (slones. cobbles andlor gravell by Surface Coverage" . On Ihis axis. locale lhe percenl su rface coverage of roc k fragmenlS grealer lhan 76.2 mm (large rock fragmenlS) as eSlimaled from Ihe
charlS. Then. move vertically IOward Ihe lOP of Ihe graph unlil inlersecling Ihe curve labeled "(110 by
volume slones and cobbles (> 3 in.) ." Nexi. move horizonlally 10 Ihe left unli l inlersecling Ihe axis
labeled "Percenl of Rock FragmenlS by Weighl." The value of Ihis inlerseclion poinl is Ihe percenl by
weighl of Ihe large slones in lhe soil's surface layer.
Srep 4. Delermine Ihe percenl by weigh I for small slones (reSlriClive fealure 9) by enlering Ihe
graph from Ihe horizonlal axis al Ihe poinl which represenls Ihe eSlimaled percenl surface coverage of
all rock fragmenlS. Then. move vertically upward unlil inlersecling lhe curve which represenlS Ihe percent of surface coverage by large rock fragmenlS. Nexi. move horizontally 10 lhe lefl unlil inlersecling
Ihe left-hand axis. The value al Ihis inlerseclion is Ihe percenl by weighl of small slones (coarse fragmenls ranging from 2.0 10 76.2 mml in Ihe soil's su rface layer.
If Ihis lec hn iq ue resulls in a percenl by weighl of large rock fragmenlS grealer lhan 25. lhe sample
soi l has severe li milalions for Irailbike use because of "large slones." If Ihe percenl by weighl is 10 10
25. Ihe soil ha moderale limitalions. If Ihe percenl by weighl is less lhan 10. Ihe soil has slighl limilalions due 10 "large slOnes." If Ihe val ue of Ihe percenl by weighl of small rock fragmenlS is grealer Ihan
65 . Ihe sample soi l has severe limitalions for Irailbike use because of "small SIOnes." If Ihe percenl by
weighl of small Siones is from 40 10 65_ lhe soil has moderale limitalions. If Ihe pe rtenl value is less
lhan 40, Ihe soil has slighl limilalions for lrailbike use.
Slmpling T«hnl_. The visual lechnique 10 delermine limitalions caused by sloniness is considered fa irly acc urale. Howeve r. if il is desirable 10 more accuralely delermine Ihe limitalions. Ihe
resource manage r should use Ihe sa mpling lechnique. Wilh Ihis lechnique. lhe examiner marks off an
area on lhe grou nd. This area should be al leasl 1m': Ihe larger lhe area which is marked off. Ihe
more accu rate the sample will be.
Once Ihls sampling plol has been established. all surface rock fragmenlS grealer lhan 2.0 mm are
collecled. Eac h rock fragmenl is measured. The radius of each round frlf,menl is delermined: and
used as inpul inlo Ihe equal ion 10 delermine Ihe area of a ci rcle: ",' or 3.14 x the radius squared. For
exam ple. a rock fragmenl wi lh a radius of 25 mm will represent a surface area coverage of 20 em' . The
sum of Ihe area va lues will indicale Ihe approximale surface area of the sample plol which is covered by
round f;agmen lS If Ihe rock fragmenls are reclangular, Ihe surface orea covered by Ihose fragmenls
are Ihe sum of Ihe area va lues of each rock fragmenl. For example. IWO rock fragmenlS which are each
approXlmalely 50 mm wide and 130 mm long cover a lotal area of 130 em' . Two volues for surface
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50%

area coverage should be computed: one for rock fragments greater than 76.2 mm in diameter or length
(large stones) . and one for all fragments with a diameter or one side greater than 2.0 mm.
The percent of surface coverage of both large and small rock fragments is established by determin ing the percent of the total sample area which is covered by rock fragments of the different sizes.
area which is covered by 0.2
of rock fragments with a diameter or one side
For example. a I
greater than 76.2 mm is considered to have a 20 percent coverage of large rock fragments.
To determine limitations for trailbike use. the percent surface coverage of rock fragments is again
converted to percent by weight using the graph in Figure 13. If the sample plot contains 20 percent
surface coverage of larger stones. the graph is entered on the horizontal axis at the 20 percent point.
The next steps for using the graph. as described in the visual technique. are then completed for each
rock fragment size. The degree of limitation for both large and small stones is then determined.
Point-Count T..,bnlque. A third technique which is considered very accurate is a point-count
technique. It also requires the examiner to mark off a sample plot of at least I m'; again. the larger the
sample plot. the more accurate the estimate of the percent surface coverage of stones. The sample plot
should be as representative of the surface as possible; it should not contain any particularly large stones
or unusual concentrations of stones or bare spots.
Once the sample plot has been established. a grid is constructed over it. The grid can be wire
mesh or nelling or it can be a simple system of nails or stakes and string. A point count of approximately 100 points yields fairly accurate results and should be the minimum number of points counted.
However. the more points counted. the more accurate the results. If the sample plot is I
the grid
should have lines that are a maximum of 100 mm apart; this gives 121 possible points or grid intersections. including 81 inside and 40 peripheral intersections.
To estimate the weight percent of large and small stones using this technique,steps are completed
as follows :
Step I. Place or construct the grid so that it covers the sample plot.
Step 2. Count the number of grid intersections which are located directly above a stone. This
count should be done twice; once for intersections directly above stones with one dimension greater
than 76.2 mm Oarge stones) . and once for intersections directly above all stones with one dimension
greater than 2.0 mm. Intersection points on the periphery of the grid are counted only if the number
of inside intersection points is less than 100. For best results the grid should include at least 100 inside
intersection poin's.
Step J. Divide the number of intersection points counted ~y the total number of intersection
points and multiply by 100. This is done for both counts; large stu"es (greater than 76.2 mm in length
or width) and all stones. The figure used for the total number of intersection points includes points on
the periphery of the grid only if they were used t" make the point-count of stones. The figures deri ved
from the calculations represent the percent surface coverage of stones.
Step 4. Find the weight percent of large and SlT,,1I stones found in the sample plot by usi ng Figure 13 as described in the visual and sampling techniques.
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Once the weight percent of large and small stones in the sample plot is determined . the soil's
degree of limitat ion due to stoniness is identified from Table !.

10

Slnl'<'

0

tlpre IJ. Graph for COIIvertq percentile of rock f~t
surfece cove. . 10 percent by weiaht.

Slope is the term used to describe the incline or steepness of the land. It is defined as the change
in elevation ove r horizontaf distance. or the amount of rise over run. A rise of 60 ft (18.3 m) in ele"ati on over distance of 100 fI 00 m) represents a 60 percent slope. By determining the percent slope of
the land on which a soil is located . •he resource manager ca n de :ermine if a soil has limiting properties
because of "slope" (restrictive feature 8 in Table I) . Two techni ues for doing this are described below.
Instruanent T..,hnlque. Soil slope is usuall y measured in the field with. hand level. An inst ru ment commonly used is the Abney hand level. This instrument is easy to use; the percent slope is
dete rmined directly from the instrument reading. Abney hand levels are relatively inexpensive and
may be avai lable from the Facilities Engineer Office.
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To use the Abney hand level. stand at the lowest point on the slope which is being measured
(Figure 14), Look throua/l the level at a surface feature (generally a tree or shrub) on the top of the
slope being measured. If the distance from the bollom to the top of the slope is shon. sight in on the
surface feature at a point which would be about head-high if standing next to it. The percent slope of
the land is then read directly from the level.
If slope of the ground on which a soil is located is greater than 40 percent. the soil has severe limitations for trailbike use because of excess "slope." If the slope is between 25 and 40 percent. the soil
has moderate limitations. If the slope is less than 25 percent. the soil has slight limitations for trail bike
use.
T.,..,.k TedI.~. If an Abney hand level or similar instrument for measuring slope is not
available. the resource manager can determine percent slope from a topographic map. Topographic
maps have contour lines drawn on them which illustrate changes in elevation.
To determine the percent slope of a given area on a topographic map. the resource manager must
determine the change in elevation over a paniculat distance on the map. For example. suppose that the
resource manager wishes to find the percent slope of a small area on a map drawn to a scale of
I :24.000. The area on the map contains nine contour lines in a distance of I in. (25.4 mm). If the
contour interval is 20 rt (6 m). the elevation changes bY 160 rt (49 m) within the eight contour intervals \8 x 20) along the I in. (25.4 mm) distance. (Note that it must be determined that the slope of
the area does not go up and then down. This is done by precigely determinin:: the elevation
re-,nsented bY each contour line.> Since the scale of the topographic map is 1:24,000 (\ in. = 24POO
in. or I in. = 2000 rt [610 m)). the elevation changes 160 rt (49 m) in a distance
2000 rt (610 m),
or 8 ft (2.5 m) in a distance of 100 rt (30 m) . Therefore. the area has an 8 percent slope. (Note that
the !tale of topographic maps can vary considerably.)
Once the slope of the soil being examined has been found. ilS degree of limitation is determined
from the ranges given in Table I.

or

/)qIth

10 High War" TabW
If the resource manager knows til.! depth to the high water table. he or she will be able to determine the degree of limitation caused by wetness or ponding (restrictive feature 3 in Table \). The
depth of the high water table can be determined in two ways:

. . . . .. Most installations have records of any eanhwork or excavation which may have been
done on the installation. These records will generally include an engineering study if the earthwork wp.s
done to prepare a construction site. In most cases. these studies include a record of the depth to the
water table. Any studies available for candidate trailbike areas are valuable sources of water table information. Other sources for this information are well drilling logs, area farmers. and local soil scitnlislS.
If the depth to the high water table is less than or equal to I rt (0.3 m), then the soil has severe
limitations for trailbike use because of "wetness." Obviously, if there is standing water (ponding) in the
area for much of the year. the soil has severe limitations. If the depth is somewhere between I fO 2 rt
(0.3 to 0.6 ml. then the soil has moderate limitations for trailbike use. If the depth to the high water
Llble i. greater than 2 rt (0.6 m). then the soil has slight limiLltiom due to "wetness."
flehl Tecbnlqae. If no records of the depth to the high water table exi.t, the resource manager
can determine the depth at each test site bY digging a post hole. These holes should be at least 2-112 ft
(0.76 m) deep and dug during the wet 5easOn of the year (when the water table i. at its highest).
The depth to the high ..ater taole i. then determined by measuring the distance from the top of
the water which fills the post holes to the surface of the ground. If (uter a day) a panicular hole ftJIs
with wlter to within I rt (0.3 m) of the surface. the immediate area has I hiah water Llble Ind severe
limiLltions for trailbike use. If the hole fill. with water to between I to 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m) of the surface . then the ""il has moderate limitations. If the water level in the hole sLlys It I point more thin 2
ft (0.6 m) below fhe surface (or the hole does nnt 1111 up with water It all). the soil has sll,ht limit.tion.1 for trailbikc usc.
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15FT (4.6m) + 33FT(lo.lm)- .46-46" SLOPE
F1IU ", 14. Diagram illustrates hand level method for determining slope.
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UniMd Soil Tex1JJ'e
A soil's unified soil texture is the most difficult soil property to establish. There are no readily
applicable and easy field methods for the installation resource manager to use. However, since the
most important textural property which requires identification is the presence of excess orpnic material
or bumus (restrictive feature 7 in Table I), it is important for the resource manager to be familiar wi th
the characteristics of bi",ly orpnic soils.
In the unified classification system, OL is the abbreviation used to identify organic silts and
organic silty clays of low plasticity. (Plasticity refers to a soil's capability of being molded or deformed
by relatively moderate pressureJ The symbol OH identifies organic silts and clays of medium to hi'"
plasticitY. PT is used to identify peat and other hi",ly organic soils. All soils with these classifications
will bave severe limitations for trailbike use because they contain a significant amount of orpnic
material.
Organic soils are formed under moist, warm conditions such as those which exist in marshes,
bois, and swamps. The organic material contained in these soils is actually the decayed remains of
plants. Organic soils are generally very dark brown or intensely black; they bave a very hi'" waterholding capacity and are generally moist to the touch. When dry, orpnic soils appear to be very li"'t
wei",t because they bave low bulk densities. If, during the field examination of the soils of a candidate
trailbike area, the resource manager finds an area in which the soils are expected to bave been formed
under swam\>like conditions, he or she should consider these soils to bave severe limitations for trailbike use.'

W\~IIO-+---..fttftrn1","RTCH~L.-..;i'10,60 ¥

Ero.1ibiliry
A soil's susceptibility to erosion is a very important factor in determining its suitability for trailbike use. Susceptibility to erosion is determined by multiplying the soil's erodibility factor (K), by the
percent slope of the soil (restrictive feature 4 in Table I). To do this, the resource manager will need
to establish a value for K.
N.......... Tecbalqae. The nomopapb technique gives a relatively accurate approximation of
the possible range of K values for a soil. However, before the nomopaph technique can be used. the
resource manager must have determined the sample soil's texture by the hydrometer technique (p 31).
Fisure 15 provides the nomopaph which should be used to approximate the K value. This nomograph was adapted from Wischmeier's soil erodibility nomopaph for farmland and construction sites'

As noted earlier, sand grains range from 0.05 to 2.0 mm in size, and silt particles range from
0.002 to 0.05 mm. To use the erodibility nomopaph, the percent of very fine sand (0.05 to 0.1 mm) in
a sample soil is combined with the percent silt. Therefore, percent sand becomes the percentale of particles ranging from 0.1 to 2.0 mm in size. The hydrometer technique described on pp 31 to 33 requires
the resource manager to take a reading 10 seconds after suspending the sample soil in solution and
placina the sedimentation cylinder 0.1 a table. This I().second reading is used to adjust the percent sand
and percent silt fiaures to the needed percent sand (0.1 to 2.0 mm) and percent silt plus very fine sand
(0.002 to 0.1 mm ). The percentaaes are determined by substituting the corrected I().second readina
((j ne 5) for the corrected 4().second reading (line 6) in the calculation for line 8 in Table 4. The calculations for the ·ema ininaline. in Table 4 are then completed using the new results for line 8.
After Ihe percentaaes of silt plus very fine sand and sand in a sample soil are determined, Ihe
nomograph is used as follows:

Step I. Enle r 111'- nomograph on lhe left-band side at tbal point which represents Ihe percenl silt
plus very fine sa nd (0.002 10 0.1 mm) in lhe sample soil.
Step J. Move horizontally to lhe ri",1 unlil interseclina the curve which represents the percent
sand CO. I 10 2.0 mm) in the sample.
• rroptall !0115, c5J)eCI" lIy the 5Of1, or HI.lii, deterve ,pedal consideration. ~1Iny or them Ire hi,hly orpnic soils Ind twve
other d~lnc1 cha raclCrl5tlCS which woukt mike Ihtm unea::epbble (or Itlilbike \IX. As. result. .11 uopic:al soil'! must be ex ·
amlned by " pro(eBionoal.!Ot1 Kienl ~ to determine lheir limiLllions ror Irlilbike \de.
• W H WlJChmel(r. ( B Johmon. and 8. V. (rOSl. "A Soil ErodibuilY N~lph ror Flrm!.nd Ind Construction Sites: Jour·
ItIIllI/Sotland Walr'r ConJn'YQffOrI. Vol 26. No. S (Scptember..()ctober 1911 1. pp 119· 191
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(adapted from W. H. Wiscbmeiser, C. 8. Johnson, and 8. C. Cross, .
• A Soil Erodibility Nomoaraph for Farmland and ConstructIon
Sites ," Journal of Soli aNi Walt' Con~rvatioll, Vol 26,
No. 5 [September-October 19711 ).
npre 15. Nomoaraph for approximating the erosion factor (K) of !Oi15.
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Strp 1. Move vertically up andlor down until intersecting the two lines which represent 0 and 4
rercenl of orl8nk malerial.

Teille 5

Strp 4. Move right rrom the points where the 0 and 4 percent organic material curves were intersected iC the right-hand side or the nomograph. ThE values or these two intersections represent the
range or passiNe K values ror the soil.
This technique only describes how to arrive at an approximation or K. The range ror the value or
K ref1eclS possible differences in orpnic lT1Iuerial. Ir the resource manager wishes to identiry a smaller
range for the val ue of K . he or she should (onsidcr th e I.:haractcristics Clf organic soi ls discussed on
Il 44. If he o r s he fee ls that .he -.ample soil docs indeed contai n a signilkanl amo unt of organi<.'
malerial. the range of the approximation o f K ca n be shortened somewhat low:ud the lower val ue . The
soune type of logic will apply if the resourrc manager fec ls thill there is little or no orga nic material in
(he soil sample. In Ihis case, (he range IS sho rtened somewhat toward the higher value .

G. . . for I(-FKtor Detenal ••tIoIl

I( FKtor Rute··

Temft

0. 10

cos

n.e

Tnt.... C1 .... lkat... TodI.... Ir ttY.: reso"rce IT1Inager his determined the soil texture
bY reel, the erodibility nomograph cannot be used to obtain a range ror the value or K. In this case, a
range ror the value or the erosion ractor is obtained rrom Table 5. Table 5 is used as rOllows:

5
FS
VFS
LCOS
LS
LFS
LVFS
COSL
SL
FSL
VFSL
L
StL
St
SCL
CL
SICL
SC
SIC
C

Strp I. Find the appropriate line which identifies th~ textural classification or the sample soil.
Strp 1. Move to the right and locate the line which represenlS the range or K values ror a soil or
that particular te xture.
S~p J. Read the range or the K values rrom thr top or the table.
Once a range ror the value or K has been determined by either the nomograph or textural
Classification technique, the dearee or limitation caused by erodibility is dc:termined by (J) muhiplying
the lowest value or K for the sample soil bY the percent slope on which the soil is located. (2) multiplying the highest K value bY the percent slope. If the product or either multiplication is greater than 4,
the soil has severe limitations for trailbike use because it "erodes easily." If the value of both produclS
is 2 throuah 4, the soil has moderate limitations. Ir the value or both products is less than 2. the soil
has slight limitations.
Flooding

The dearee or soil limitation caused by flooding (restrictive reature II in Table I) can only be
determined by examining any historical records of flooding in the area or by consulting installation personnel or local reside nts who may be ramil iar with the area's nooding history. If there is a history of
frequent flooding (more often than once in 2 years) , the soils which become inundated have moderate
restrictions for trailbike use due to "floods: Ir flooding does not occur, occurs rarely (unlikely but pos_
si ble under abnormal conditions) , or occurs occasionally !less often than once in 2 years). the soils
have slight li mitations.
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The final exa mination or a sample soil requires a determination of ilS susceptibility to very severe
damage (restric ti ve feature 12 in Table I). This determination is primarily based on individual judgment. In most cases.• soil which is susceptible 10 very severe damage will have been rated as ha vi ng
severe li mitations for one or more of the ~:~~!" SGi: properties. However. if for any reason. the
resource manager feels that a soil is rragile and would be very severely damaled by trailbike use. he or
she should rate it as having severe limitations for the use until it has been examined by a professional
soil scient ist.
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0.32

• Th is table was developed from I oombiRltion of sources, indudil'll K and T F«IOn oj Soil Strits ~ j" tIr Nonlwtut RfJiolt
(USDA-SCS Upper Darby H June t970) ; Gvidttl... fa< K v..... (USDA-SCS. Lincoln. NE) ; W. H. WIICIuneic:r. C. B.

••
S usc'ptibility to V"y Se,'t're Damage
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4

HOW TO PREPARE THE SOIL LIMITATIONS MAP

GeaenI
This chapter describes how to prepare and interpret the soil limitations map. which helps document site suitability as it relates to soils. This map can also be used to help determine if a candidate
area can or should be opened to trailbike use.

Ho" 10 l'ropue tbe IIae Map
Before the limitations map can be prepared. the resource malllll!er will need to prepare a base
map. This done by reproducing the soil surveyor field maps of the candidate areas. If there is a useable published survey available (alternative Method \) . the appropriate maps in the survey are reproduced. If a field survey was undertaken by a professional soil scientist (alternative Methods 2. 3. 4.
and 5). the maps prepared by the scientist are reproduced. If the resource malllll!er used an existing
soil survey map to produce a field survey map (alternative Method 6) . the soil boundaries of the existing survey should be reproduced. If the soil survey map was an association map and series boundaries
were interpolated. these interpolated boundaries should be reproduced on the base map. If the resource
manaaer prepared a field survey map during a visual survey of the candidate area (altemative Method
7) . the visual survey map should be reproduced.

It is essential that any soil boundaries which were adjusted as a result of the examination of soil
properties be reproduced with the appropriate adjustment,. Figure 16 is an example of the detail necessary in the base map.
In most cases. if the base map is copied exactly from a soil surveyor field maps. it will not
correspond to "",Ie with the other maps which are used to examine other environmental parameters
during the total trail bike-area evaluation procedure (Volume 0 . If it is desirable to make this map
correspond to scale with the other maps. the resource manager can ask the installation's Master Planning Office to help adjust the base map's scale.

Ho" 10 l'ropue tbe L1l11ltatloas Map
To prepare the limitations map it will be necessary to identify the degree of limitation for trailbike
use of each soil series or phase on the base map. If allernative soil suitability Methods I. 2. or 3 in
Chapter 2 are used. the limitations ratings are available as described on p . If alternative Methods 4
or 5 are used. limitations should have been identified by the professional soil scientist responsible for
the field survey. If alternative Methods 6 or 7 are used. the resource malllll!er identifies the limitations
from data obtained using the field and laboratory analysis techniques (Chapter 3) .
To identify the degree of limitation from the analyses data. the combined properties and limitations of each soil or soil phase are examined on a "worst case" basis. Each soil is then aiven an overall
rating. For example. if a soil has slight restrictions for every soil property which was examined. except
that it has lleater than 65 percent by weight small stones (a severe limitation) . the soil is rated as havina severe limitations.
For each soil. the restrictive featurds) which gives it the worst case limitation should be recorded.
For the e.ample soil above. the following would be recorded:

I. The soil's name. phase. and/or textural classification
2. h. location and/or map symbol on the bose map
3. The dellee of limitation (j.e .. severe)
4. The restrictive feature which caused the rating (j.e .. small stones) .

(SotJrce ' Soil Survey of RillY County and Port of '310r1 County. Kanscn-ShHI .... mber
~ USDA-Soil ConservatiOn Se,vICI,WoshinQfOn,D.C., June 1975)

Seale 1'24,000
If • soil has two properties which aive it a severe limitation. both restrictive features shoul': be
recorded_ This allows the resource manager to document the reason(.) why a soil was liven a ce: tain
degree of limitation. These records should be kept for 01/ soils. even those with only .Iight restrictio.oS.
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npre 16. Example soils base map.
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To prepare the limitations map. the soils displayed on the base map are colored led or yellow
within their respective boundaries. Soils or areas which have moderate limitations should be colored
yellow; soils or areas with severe limitations should be colored red; soils or areas with sliaht limitations
remain uncolored (or colored peen) . Figure 11 is sample limitations map.

Ho" to IlIter,rd tbe Umlt.Uoa.

I~bp

Since the soil limitations map is color-coded according to the degree or limitation which the soil or
area exhibits. the resource ma"",er and/or decision-maker can readily determine the suitability or candidate areas. Those areas lert uncolored (or colored green) have slight limitations and are acceptable
ror trailbike use as rar as soils are concerned. Those areas colored yellow have moderate limitations.
By consulting the soil limitations records andlor field notes. the resource manaaer should be able to
identiry the restrictive reature which gave each soil or area the moderate limitation. Soils or areas with
moderate limitations may be acceptable ror use ir proper planning. design. and maorgement proeedures
are used to designate trails. control erosion. and/or mitigate the restrictive reature.
Those soils with severe limitations may also be developed as trailbike-use areas ir the restrictive
reature can be mitigated. This. however. depends on the type or restricting soil propeny and trail
design and ma"",ement. Army Technical Manual 5-630 provides guidance on techniques and procedures which can be used ror erosion control and soil management.'o
Many or the soils on most installations will have moderate or severe limitations. In many cases.
these soils will be the ones which have propenies which are desired by trailbike users. e.g .• steep slopes.
Thererore. it is likely that the r.... J rce ma"",er will have to make cenain tradeoll's between user
desires and absolute environmental protection. This means that some soils with moderate and severe
restrictions will orten be included in the trail bike-use area.
Table I was developed with this tradeoll' in mind. The restrictive reatures are listed in order or
the relative severity or their restrictions. Thererore. "permafrost: "large stones: "wetness: "ponding:
and "erodes easily" represent the most severe restrictive reatures. The features listed at the bottom or

Table I are less severe. with the exception or "rragile soils: (No soils identified as fragile should be
included in a trailbike-use area.> Ir soils with moderate and severe restrictions are opened to trailbike
use as a tradeoll' with user desires. the soils which have restrictive reatures which appear at the bottom
or Table I should receive first consideration.
Havi ng examined the soils or candidate use areas in the manner described in this report, the
resource manager or decision-maker has complete documentation or the suitability or the soil in each
area. Berore deciding ir an area can be opened to trailbike use. he or she should examine the other
environmental ractors as described in Volume I or this report. Arter completing the proeedures
described in Volume I. the decision or whether or not to open an area to trailbike use can be made. Ir
an area is to be opened. the resource manager should rollow the trail development guides given in
Volume I or this report.
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CONCLUSIONS

The alternate soil evaluation methods given in Chapter 2 and Figures 2 through 8 are immediately
applicable to Army military activities, These methods (and other inrormation provided in Volume Il
can be used any time there is a need to investigate or establish a trailbike-use area; the information
obtained through the use or these methods should be applied in all environmental assessments or trailbike use,
To use these methods in the most effective way, the resource manager andlor person doing the
evaluation should attempt to use the easiest and most relia ble one, as defined by his or her particular
situation, In all cases, it is first recommended that effort! be undertaken to obtain the cooperation
andlor opinion or a proressional soil scientist. This effort is especially necessary ir there is any question
as to the suitability or a particular soil. Also, most soils have different properties at different depths
and many behave andlor react differently under changing conditions, e,g" rainfall or rreezing, An
experienced soil scientist can help identiry those soils which might be adversely affected by changing
conditions, He or she can also provide valuable advice concerning mitigation procedures,
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